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markets the lumber is officially graded, it is sufficient for the engineer and architect to use these technical terms in his specifications, provided he knows that he is using it in the same sense in which it is used by lumber dealers in that market. If he does not feel safe in limiting his description to the use of such technical class terms, he will still find considerable information in the following official rules, which will enable him better to describe the kind of lumber wh»ch he wishes to have supplied.
14 ; „   General  Rules  for  Classifying   Lumber.
The following general rules are intended to serve as a guide to lumber inspectors in enabling them to classify the lumber in accordance with the grades named below in subsequent articles.
i. Yellow pine lumber shall be graded and classified according to the following rules and specifications as to quality; and dressed stock shall conform to the subjoined table of stancl-ard sizes, except where otherwise expressly stipulated between buyer and seller.
a. * Recognized defects in yellow pine are knots (pin, round, spike, black, encased, loose or rotten), knot holes, splits (either from seasoning, ring-heart or rough handling), shake, wane, crooks, warp, rotten streaks, dote, rot, worm holes, pitch pockets, seasoning or kiln checks, blue sap and pitch streaks.
* Some of the following1 tarma maty need defining1: Ring-heart Is a "nhfcke111* or cleavage along the plane of nn annual rlnjf, uaually about half way between the pith and the circumference. "Shake" or "wind •hako" la a cleavage of the trunk of % tre« while yet ittanding, due to the action of the wind in bending the trunk. It is uiiually along the plane of an annual ring, that la to say, concentric with the center or pith of the tree.
"Heart- shake" is a diametral or radial cleavage through the tree or log. If it occuri after the log's are cut, *r in large timbers after they are sawed, it is due to ahrlnk-age in drying1. This is the common defect of all oak iogu or large Umber*.
"Wane" it a deficiency in width, either over the «ntir« edge or on one corner,, caused by a crook in the log.
"Crooks" arc permanent distortions «rf the board, due to defective piling or from other causes,
"Warp" i* a twisting of the board into a warped aurface.
"Seasoning or kiln checks" ar© either very small or large cracka, caused by dry-Ing; the surface of the board with it* accompanying shrinkage, while the interior ii still wet.
"Blue sap" is a discoloration, which green yellow pine fas subject to, especially the sap portion, if not at once piled for drying or placed in a dry kiln.
"Pitch strcuk?;" arc longitudinal openings, gometimcf of considerable size, as )£ tach to J^inch wide and several inches (or even feet) long, filled with rosin.

